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I’ve seen not only an uptick in traffic to the website 
since adding Buy with Prime, but also a higher 
conversion rate. It’s above the industry standard and 
climbing. Customers are now more likely to check 
out sooner.
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It all began in the kitchen of her one-bedroom apartment in Houston. In 2017, 

Kennedy Lowery started crafting her own skincare line because she was passionate 

about nontoxic, eco-friendly products but couldn’t find good options in the market. 


Fast forward five years: The natural and organic skincare industry has exploded, and 

Kennedy has a thriving small business selling products online. Kennedy is the owner 

and artisan behind BEING, a 100% natural, vegan, and cruelty-free skincare line. She 

had steady sales but wanted to put her line of toners, serums, and bath salts in front 

of as many people as possible and that meant driving more shoppers to her 

ecommerce website, livebybeing.co. 


"Driving traffic to a website is rather costly,” Kennedy admits, “especially trying to 

get organic traffic to be consistent over time." But since adding Buy with Prime to 

her site, leveraging the Buy with Prime marketing toolkit, optimizing SEO, and 

offering promotions, BEING has increased conversion rate by 78%. Kennedy now 

feels more empowered to scale and grow her brand.

Buy with Prime helps BEING founder, Kennedy Lowery, 
take her love of handcrafted bath and body products 
and continue to grow her business.

A vegan skincare line's  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Buy with Prime, which streamlines order processing and fulfillment for 

ecommerce businesses, gives Kennedy much-needed time back. Once a shopper 

clicks to purchase, Kennedy and her new customer have peace of mind knowing 

that the order is fulfilled by Amazon. 


Not only was she seeing cost savings with Buy with Prime on shipping, she has 

more time to create and be there for her customers."I can focus more on 

actually making the products and connecting with the customers,” she says. “I 

love that I get that time back.”


Now Kennedy is looking forward to the holiday season with the confidence that 

she can meet customer demand and get them products fast when they check 

out using Buy with Prime. "Having Buy with Prime on my site this holiday 

season, I will not have to worry about order fulfillment," says Kennedy. "That’s a 

huge change in the way that I've operated for the past four years."


More time to create


BEING prides itself in being a sustainable brand, so all of the products come in 

glass containers instead of single-use plastics. Kennedy used to fulfill all of her 

orders by herself, which meant hours of packing orders in boxes, printing 

hundreds of shipping labels, and making several trips to ship them. The heavier 

glass containers not only required more time to package, but were also more 

costly due to their weight. 


"I want to minimize the carbon footprint of my brand, so I package them in 

glass containers that customers can reuse," shares Kennedy. However, this 

commitment came with time and effort requirements that demanded a lot of 

the founder's schedule.


Building shopper trust


Building trusted relationships with consumers can be one of the biggest 

challenges for ecommerce businesses. Brand trust is what helps businesses 

stand out in an increasingly crowded ecommerce space. For an everyday, yet 

personal item like skincare and bath products, Kennedy knew she needed to 

showcase the ingredients that went into her products in order to appeal to and 

connect with customers. She's open about how her Creole and West African 

heritage gave her an appreciation for the remedies found in nature, like 

rosemary, neroli, and pomegranate oil. Having an ecommerce site allowed for 

stronger brand-building than a marketplace.


"The biggest difference between selling on a marketplace and selling on your 

website, is that visitors will come to your website because they’re interested in 

learning more about your brand," says Kennedy. "In this way, Buy with Prime has 

allowed me to create new relationships."


The Buy with Prime badge, which signals the easy checkout and fast delivery 

Prime members expect, helps BEING establish even more trust with its shoppers, 

especially first-time shoppers. Shoppers know the experience they'll get with 

Prime, and Kennedy believes that trust makes them more inclined to buy 

without doubt or hesitation. 
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Shoppers are more likely to check out sooner. 
Having Buy with Prime on my website 
immediately creates this sense of trust. They 
trust the efficiency and the reliability of 
Prime shipping.


